EU General Data Protection Regulations:
Your Business Guide
Your Guide to the new European Union General Data Protection (GDPR) Laws
and how they could impact your organisation

What is GDPR?
On the 25th of May 2018, the new European Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) comes
into effect, becoming law in 28 Countries simultaneously.
GDPR introduces new obligations and rules for any organisation that holds or handles data of
EU Citizens regardless, of their geographical location. It also applies much stricter measures for the
control of data, increasing the responsibility of organisations around data security and for the first time,
reporting a data breach becomes Law.
Companies will also need to demonstrate actions and measures that have been taken to comply
and how they are managing data. Failure to do so may result in fines that far exceed those previously
awarded and pose a credible threat to many SME businesses.
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Why are the Laws Changing?
The UK has not seen an evolution of the Data protection laws in over 20 years, the last significant
change being the introduction of the Data Protection Act of 1998. Since this time, we have
seen significant advances in technology in hardware, software, mobile devices. in 2017 the amount of data
we give and received has reached epic proportions and for some businesses has become a currency to trade.
The Data Protection Laws have not been significantly changed since

•
•
•
•
•

The emergence of Google in 1998
The launch of Amazon in 1998
The launch of Facebook in 2004
The first-generation iPhone in 2007
The fist Kindle tablet in 2011

If we think of the amount, and kind of data that companies like Facebook and Amazon
hold about us, or the fact that our phones and apps now track our locations, usage and even how many
steps we take that a major shake up to protect the individual’s right to privacy and protection is due.
Add to this the ever-increasing cyber threats, that have risen to record levels with 40% more data breaches
reported in 2016 than in the previous year (many have gone unreported) and the high profile and leaking
of sensitive information hat the world of 2017 is a far more connected and data led world than back in 1998.
The new regulations have been designed to bring data protection laws into the 21st century and
re-address the balance of power, handing some control back to the individual. With only 9 months left until
the new GDPR Laws are enforceable, Symantec recently reported that out of 5.5m UK businesses holding or
processing personal data, 96% of companies do not fully understand the new EU GDPR rules.
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Things You Need to Know About GDPR
Be under no illusion that GDPR is straightforward and rules and how they are interpretations will change
as time goes on. However, there are some core principles that you need to understand to start your journey
to becoming compliant.

1 - GDPR Will Apply To All
Globally all companies that process data of any European Citizens will need to comply with GDPR.
The new rules remove geographic borders and the European commission is exporting these rules to the entire
world.
The result, any company, in any location that works with any information pertaining to a citizen of the
EU, will need to comply with the law. This measure is to ensure data privacy is taken seriously and
GDPR becomes a truly global data protection law.

2 - GDPR And Personal Data
With the introduction of GDPR, what constitutes personal data has changed significantly, in fact hardly any
data that is collected will not fall into the category of personal data, this included business cards and talk is
that even Internet protocol (IP) addresses for devices will be included. The new rules also include any
identifying data about economic, geographical and social information.
This widens the protected data to new levels, and the information and rules not only apply to electronic
data but to any paper records. It is for this reason that a comprehensive and company wide review of
GDPR needs to be undertaken.
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3 - GDPR And Consent To Contact
This area of consent will have a significant impact on the way businesses sell and go to market.
Since 1998 there has been a huge amount of flexibility to communicate and market to individuals or businesses
With the new changes, consent to contact and must be freely given and verify-able. organisations must also be
clear and consistent about exactly how they will use any information given.
Organisations also need to be open and concise in capturing consent and a failure to do so could be
deemed as getting consent by deception. In addition, silence or inactivity by an individual no longer
constitutes consent and in real terms, contacting someone your company has had no relationship
with for 2 years could be a breach of GDPR laws.
This means that before you can contact an individual, consent for contact must be obtained and
the way you will use their data be clearly explained. As an example, if you find a business card from an
individual you met recently and discover he has moved to a new company, you cannot make contact
without the individual freely consenting to you that contact. These changes have created risks around current
databases and has seen Wetherspoons delete its entire email marketing database to reduce the risks around
data protection.
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4 - GDPR And Data Breach Notification Rules
As referenced earlier, data breaches are at an all-time high and it is important to remember that not
every data breach is a result of malicious hacking. A data breach can be as simple as a be a USB stick left
on a train seat, a list of email names copied into an email rather than blind copied or someone giving personal
information over the telephone.
Whatever way the data was breached, the regulation now requires organisations to report the breach to
the Information Commissioners Office (ICO) within 72 hours of being aware of the breach. Failure to do so will
carry strict penalties and fines up to £20m or 4% of global turnover.. This leaves businesses with the additional
consideration of how to detect and resolve any such breach.
For many organisations, the changes will require education, systems and process, as well as significant changes
to company policy. These will need to be communicated throughout the organisation as failure to do so, could
be viewed as lacking commitment to adhere to GDPR.
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5 - Mandatory Privacy Impact Assessments
GDPR also includes the need for Mandatory Privacy Impact Assessments (PIAs), this requires data controllers to
undertake PIAs where the risks to and individuals privacy within the data is high if a breach should occur.
For organisations that handle personal information, the PIA will need to be undertaken and compliance
reviewed before any project moves forward.

6 - GDPR and the Right to be Forgotten
This change is significant, and is one that could impact businesses in a big way. GDPR now affords the individual
the right to be forgotten and delivers strong data processing principles that organisations will need to
adhere too. In essence;
Companies must not hold onto data for any longer than necessary
That data spreadsheet of prospects you have been building for 5 years may now be illegal
Do not change the use of the data from the purpose for which it was collected
If someone opted to download a specific bit of content, you may break the law if you phone them
Must delete data at the request of the individual/data subject.
You need to delete all data on the individual and confirm this, where possible this may include back up data
where it could be removed without damaging other data
These new rules will mean organisations have to understand what data, how it was obtained, the purpose of
having the data and how consent was given must be understood. This will be a challenge for the vast majority
of organisations holding data.
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7 - Weave GDPR into your business and Processes
GDPR isn’t a set of rules that can be retrofitted easily or explained away to the ICO when a data breach has
occurred. They demand that organisations sit back, think and review not just the data they have, but its
management and usage across the entire organisation and partners This goes as deep as who in the
organisation has a USB stick? What is on it? And how do we control and secure it?
It demands that technology and networks are secure and protected, minimising potential risks or opportunities
for malicious or accidental data leaks and hacks are addressed and that staff are educated and aware
of risks and obligations they have to comply with the legislation.
organisations need to map and understand the data they currently have and think about whether this would
be deemed legal on May 24th next year, and whether they are comfortable to claim they have taken
reasonable steps to comply and adhere to the GDPR ways.
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GDPR - What You Need To Be Thinking About
Although many organisations are late in the game starting to think about how The new GDPR laws will impact
them. Reality is that we are all going to have to think differently about data and alter business processes
to reach compliance. It means a new way of thinking for marketing and Sales teams, who now must be mindful
of not just calling cold prospects or sending unsolicited communications.
For many businesses, GDPR is an unknown entity with a Symantec study revealing that 96% of UK companies
claiming to not fully understanding GDPR or the implications the rules may have.
Organisation also need to vet suppliers who manage or handled their data and spend the time to verify
compliance with the supplier. You will need to be able to answer questions such as “Where is the Data being
physically stored?” If stored in the US “does the service provider meet Privacy shield regulations?
(Privacy shield is a EU/US data agreement)

You also need to ask many internal questions;
How have we built our marketing database?
could we claim all of the contacts have freely given consent for contact?
Do our processes and IT systems hold up to privacy scrutiny?
What happens if we suffer a data breach - are we prepared?
The work that GDPR compliance will generate is far more reaching than just ensuring the right to be forgotten
and the buck doesn’t stop once your data heads over the internet to the cloud provider.
Organisations will need to seek help to ensure systems are secure and steps have been taken to mitigate any
potential cyber risks as well as being able to demonstrate that efforts have been made to firm up any risks.
An example of this may be, that a computer on your network running Windows XP which is no longer supported
could be seen as a risk to data privacy as it is easier for hackers to exploit. If this should happen you
could be facing a hefty fine.
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About Netcom
For over 14 years we have been consulting and helping organisations with technology and cyber security
needs, working to ensure that technology empowers working, performance and compliance.
We offer support, consultancy and guidance to organisations across differing vertical Industries and are
working to deliver and help organisations achieve IASME Cyber Certifications and reach GDPR readiness.

For further information on how you can get your
business ready for GDPR please call
us on 0114 361 0062
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